
Innovation as core

Unique & highly accurate indexing & positioning

+ Mobile full automatic indexer & positioning

+ Operator monitoring outside line of fire 

+ Data report of cleaning process

+ Uses Laser Vision Indexing Technology

DERC Smart Laser Positioner
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About DERC Salotech 

DERC Salotech consults, develops, designs and manufactures 

products, systems and solutions for industrial cleaning profes-

sionals since 1985. Safety, ergonomics, automation, simplicity 

and adding value to your business are the key drivers behind 

our motto ‘Innovation as core’. Contractors, manufacturers and 

companies world wide rely upon our high-pressure units, equip-

ment and accessories up to 3000 Bar working pressure, including 

semi-automatic and completely PLC-controlled cleaning solutions.

DERC Smart Laser Positioner 

The highly secure, innovative, intelligent DERC Smart Laser Positioner uses La-

ser Vision Indexing Technology to accurately & identify the object, for example 

a bundle. Just push the start command on the PLC touch screen and indexing 

and cleaning process starts. During the process only one person monitoring 

the process. This person monitors outside the line of fire. The progress of the  

indexing and cleaning processes will be displayed on the PLC touchscreen. 

DERC Smart Laser Positioner can be applied on several systems. DERC 

introduces the Smart Laser Positioner in combination with teh AutoBox ABX-

2L. This fully automatic bundle indexer and cleaner is the innovation for 

cleaning of bundles with high pressure water jetting. 

 

How does it work:

Press start and the following processes starts automatically.

Process 1:  In a few minutes the intelligent system indexes the diameter 

and  position of the  the heat exchanger with the Laser Vision 

Indexing Technology. 

Process 2: Fully automatic cleaning of the front plate.

Process 3:  In a few minutes the detail scan determines the position of all 

hole locations. Plugged and flange holes will be excluded. 

 The position of each pipe is determined by scan data. 

Process 4:  Fully automatic cleaning every two tubes (different number 

of optional/on request), the cut blind tubes are automatically 

skipped and reported. 

Process 5: Generation data report of cleaning process on the touch screen.
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